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For Today’s Conversation 
 
Sharing Best Practices 
Pitch Planning 
•  Before 
•  Process During 
•  Ensuring Inspiration 
Best Practices Recap 
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O P P O R T U N I T Y  

New Business Pitch 
  = Client Education Opportunity 



MESSAGING LAYERS 

BRAND STORIES | ASSIGNMENT 

AGENCY CULTURE | PEOPLE 

AGENCY CAPABILITIES 

ANSWERS TO UNSPOKEN QUESTIONS | CHALLENGES 

TASTE LEVEL | WORK 

BUSINESS ACUMEN / EXPERTISE 
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What Clients Seek in an Agency  
as they Build Their Consideration List 
 

•  Capabilities 

•  Correct Size + depth/scale 

•  Location (sometimes)/footprint 

•  Industry Profile/Famous agency/Famous work 

•  Experience with Assignment Type 

•  Financially stable 

•  Personal/colleague reference 
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What Clients assess in a potential agency partner 
 

•  Category experience 

•  Strong client brands 

•  (Digital) expertise 

•  Technology expertise + delivery capability 

•  Sophisticated worldview 

•  Best-in-breed, trustworthy 

•  Innovative 

•  Creative 
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BEFORE YOU BEGIN… 



A Pitch is a Marathon, Not a Sprint. 
 
 
Everyone has one great moment 
Are you organized to deliver a sustained effort over the course 
of 1-3 months? 
 
 
 
 
 

Gathering The Idea Presentation 

Client Meetings Team Leadership + 
Coordination Pitch Details 
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You will take a journey… 
 
It’s a marathon, not a sprint. 
 
 
 
 

AWARD 
WORK 
SESSION BRIEFING 

FIRST 
MEETING/
RFP 
RESPONSE FINALS NEGOTIATION 
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A Pitch is always a big effort. 
The odds are you won’t win. 
 
Are you prepared to live with the consequences? 
 
•  Grumpy bosses 
•  Demoralized Team 
•  Career dislocation 
•  Next time around, less enthusiasm for you and the work 
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Pitch Type Diagnosis 
 
 
•  Conversation v. Assignment Opportunity 

•  Client led v. Consultant led 

•  Authentic client need v client inquiry 

•  Client maturity: Business, brand, individuals 

•  Industry 
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The Moment of Decision 
 
GO/NO GO Checklist: 
 
o  Current Client or Relationship 
o  Business Building:  

o  Brand 
o  Money 
o  New Category 
o  New Assignment Type 

o  Ability to win 
o  Ability to deliver: Capabilities, geo, staffing 
o  Creatively Stimulating 
o  Morale building work 
o  Confidence in the Process (Fair Opportunity) 
o  Bandwidth | Budget available 
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Critical Ingredient? 
 
 

Senior Leadership Buy-In and Unanimity. 
 
 
It means you can 
Pitch at your best, with the full wherewithal of your agency. 
 
Post-win, you can field a charged team with the full 
capabilities and commitment of the agency behind it. 
 
Post-loss, you won’t be vulnerable to wacky political blame. 
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Watchouts 
 
An invitation without a relationship 

A very technocratic request for a creative assignment 

A procurement led inquiry  

(More work, less accurate guidance, over-reliance on financials) 

An RFP that asks for a written submission, without the opportunity to present 

your ideas 

An RFP that asks for too much spec work 

A client that clearly doesn’t understand what he’s shopping for 

A competitive set you aren’t likely to outperform 
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PITCH PLANNING 



Process v. Inspiration 
 
•  Different new business roles and resources 

•  Varying agency strengths 

•  (Plan for your weakness…) 

•  Scheduling disruption 
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Let’s focus on process first… 
 
 



Our Focus Today 
 
 
 
 

AWARD 
WORK 
SESSION BRIEFING 

FIRST 
MEETING/
RFP 
RESPONSE FINALS NEGOTIATION 
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The Phases of a Journey 
 
 

Decision to 
Participate 

Select Team 

Gather information: 
Internal + External 

Identify needed 
partners + engage 

Build schedule 
with internal 
milestones 

Inquire/
Share 

Chemistry 
Meeting 

Inquire/
Share 

Preview/
Check In 

Find key insight/ 
Identify strategic 
recommendation/
approach 

Research  
(as needed) 

Generate rich 
expression of ideas 

Refine expression 

Develop all support 
exhibits and extension 
of ideas 

Selection Finals 
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Plan of Attack: The Gathering 
 
•  Who do you need on the team? 

•  Who goes to the meeting? 

•  Who’s available? 

•  How can you fill knowledge gaps or capability holes? 

•  Is the best of your agency likely to be reflected in your 
response? 
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Plan of Attack: Follow the Leader 
 
Is the person in charge of your pitch, in charge of the ideas? 
 
Who will find any necessary partners? 
Is this person empowered to negotiate ‘terms?’ 
 
Unlike loose agency process, pitching = discipline 
 
Add key dates to the calendar right away 
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Potential Key Pitch Members 

Creative 
Leader 

Pitch 
Leader 

Strategy 

Client 
Advocate 

Business 
Expert 

Expert 
Discipline 

Leader 

Account 
Leader 

Agency 
Leader 
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Tips for a New Business Leader 
 
•  Do Inspire your troops 

•  But signal to them throughout the process that the outcome 
is unknown 

•  And that your future is not dependent on this pitch 

•  Do plan for when you will be relentless, and when you’ll give 
your team time to ‘breathe’ and think about the right answer 

•  Do pick your battles (with your team) 
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Tips for a New Business Leader 
 
•  Do manage expectations throughout the process 

•  Focus on leading your team to its very best submission + 
performance 
(Don’t worry too much about the other guys.) 

•  Write down your team’s questions and get fast answers 

•  Ask about budget fast 
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